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NEW QUESTION: 1
UC is building a salesforce application to track contacts and
their respective conferences that they have attended with the
following requirements:
1. Contacts will be stored in the standard contact object.
2. Conferences will be stored in a custom conference__c object.
3. Each contact may attend multiple conferences and each
conference may be related to multiple contacts.
How should a data architect model the relationship between the

contact and conference objects?
A. Create a master detail relationship field on the Contact
object.
B. Create a master detail relationship field on the Conference
object.
C. Implement a Contact Conference junction object with master
detail relationship to both contact and conference__c.
D. Create a lookup relationship field on contact object.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your client is opening a new location in Texas and they would
like to create an area on their career's page with a list of
jobs featuring all postings prefiltered in the Dallas Fort
Worth area. What step must you take in order to create the new
URL with this prefiltered list of jobs?
A. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career
Section URL Settings. Enable the radius search within 50 miles
of Dallas.
B. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career
Section URL Settings. Set the Urgent Jobs Flag in the URL
Parameters.
C. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career
Section URL Settings. Associate the location Dallas to the URL
Parameters.
D. Deactivate the Career Section. Select Add URL In the Career
Section URL Settings. Add the Keyword Dallas and Texas to the
URL Parameters.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

How many times was SPF algorithm executed on R4 for Area 1?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
F. 5
Answer: C
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
This can be found using the "show ip ospf" command on R4. Look
for the Area 1 stats which shows this:
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